Daniel R. Benson was sworn in as a member of the Assembly for the 14th Legislative District.

SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Reported from Committee:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Jorge A. Caballero, C.P.A., of Long Valley.
  Robert A. Altman, of Princeton.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE GOVERNOR'S COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE:
  Barbara Sprechman, B.A., C.P.S., of Jackson, to replace Roland Traynor, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE HISTORIC SITES COUNCIL:
  Margaret Ellen Nordstrom, of Long Valley.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE KEAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Helyn Payne Baltimore, of East Orange.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Thomas Maguire, of Long Valley, to replace Carlos G. Ortiz.
  John L. McGoldrick, of Princeton.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY CITY UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Owen M. Ryan, Jr., C.P.A., of Basking Ridge, to replace John Moore.
  Cynthia Maner Campbell, Esq., of Jersey City.
  Edward A. Whittaker, Ph.D., of Hoboken.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Anthony J. Knapp, Jr., of North Branch.
  Elizabeth Garcia, P.E., of North Bergen.
  Kathleen Wielkopolski, of Chester.
  Anthony R. Slimowicz, of Long Hill Township, to replace Diane Montalto, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY SCHOOLS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY:
  Edward S. Walsh, P.E., of Basking Ridge, to replace Barry L. Zubrow, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS:
  Ofelia Garcia, of Jersey City, to replace Anna M. Aschkenes.
  Ruth Lipper, of Summit, to replace Ofelia Garcia.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE AUTHORITY:
  Ronald Gravino, of Edison, to replace Bishop David G. Evans.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RAMAPO COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Thomas Zelante, Esq., of Morristown.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
  Leo B. Schoffer, Esq., of Margate.
Nominations Reported from Committee: (cont’d)

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE ROWAN UNIVERSITY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Virginia R. Smith, of Upper Makefield, Pennsylvania, to replace Thomas H. Morgan, Esq., resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS:
James Winters, of Bound Brook, to replace Joseph J. Murphy, D.C.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:
J. Peter Simon, of Green Village, to replace Debra Eckert-Casha, Esq., resigned.
Andrew J. Mulvihill, of Andover, to replace Josephine E. Hernandez.
Claire Chamberlain Eckert, of Bernardsville, to replace Kathleen Dietz.
Jack A. Fornaro, of Oxford, to replace Frederick Lagarde, resigned.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE THOMAS EDISON STATE COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Brian T. Maloney, of Flemington, to replace George L. Fricke, resigned.
J. Stanley Justice, of Trenton.
Fred J. Abbate, Ph.D., of Moorestown.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE VICTIMS OF CRIME COMPENSATION REVIEW BOARD:
Edward Beck, of South Dennis.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE WILLIAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY OF NEW JERSEY - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Frederick L. Gruel, of Bridgewater.

TO BE DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF THE STATE LOTTERY:
Carole Hedinger, of Toms River, to replace Steve Palmieri.

Nominations Withdrawn:

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE RICHARD STOCKTON STATE COLLEGE - BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Albert L. Gutierrez, of Egg Harbor Township.

Bills Introduced:

S2602    Greenstein,L    Small bus., life science-grant prog.   REF SEG
S2603    Greenstein,L    Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install   REF SEN
S2604    Greenstein,L    Small bus., life science-grant prog.   REF SEG
S2605    Bucco,A/Van Drew,J+1    Forest firefighters-estab. death benef.   REF SLP
S2606    Van Drew,J    Cannabinoids-like substance-add to CDS list   REF SLP
S2607    Oroho,S/Van Drew,J    Admin. Procedure Act-revises   REF SSG
S2608    Van Drew,J    PFRS retiree-prov. one-time incr.   REF SSG
S2609    Turner,S/Madden,F    Taxes, paid into St. disab benef. Id-adj.   REF SLA
S2610    Turner,S    Safe Playing Fields Act   REF SEN
S2611    Greenstein,L    Hybrid electric veh. purch.-tax cred.   REF SEN
S2612    Greenstein,L    Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred   REF SEN
S2613    Singer,R/Kean,S+1    Teaching hosp.-incr. number   REF SHH
S2614    Lesniak,R/Cunningham,S    Earn Your Way Out, Prison Recovery Prog.   REF SLP
S2615    Greenstein,L    Law sch.-exempts cert files, pub. access   REF SSG
S2616    Rice,R/Cunningham,S    Min. & Women-owned bus.-St. contracting   REF SSG
S2617    Rice,R/Turner,S+1    Office of Dropout Prev.-estab.   REF SED
S2618    Rice,R/Cunningham,S    Weatherization Assist. Prog.-requirements   REF SCU
S2619    Rice,R    Blunt wraps-proh. sale   REF SLP
S2620    Greenstein,L    Life science research-prov. corp bus tax   REF SEG
S2621    Madden,F    Sex offender, cert.-proh. plea bargain   REF SLP
S2622    Madden,F    Low-level radioactive waste transp.-fd.   REF SEN
S2623    Beach,J/Norcross,D    Veh.-safety-related recalls   REF STR
S2624    Beck,J/Norcross,D+4    Age-restricted communities-conversation   REF SCU
S2625    Weinberg,L    Student immunizations-clarify exemptions   REF SHH
S2626    Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L    Domestic viol. restraining order-viol.   REF SJU
S2627    Weinberg,L/Greenstein,L    Victim self-defense justification-create   REF SJU
S2629    Van Drew,J    Credit card interest-prov. tax deduction   REF SCM
S2636    Sacco,N/Sweeney,S+17    Tolls, finan. ARC Tunnel proj.-reduce   REF STR
S2637    Girgenti,J/Bateman,C    Domestic Security Task Force-expand memb   REF SLP
SCR141    Weinberg,L/Vitale,J    Leg. Task Force on Health Care Reform   REF SHH
SJR61    Bateman,C    Growth share methodology-Ct. re-examine   REF SCU
SR101    Greenstein,L    Elec. and hybrid veh. usage-promote   REF SEN
Bills Passed Concurring w/Amendment:
S1 ScsSaScsAcaAcaSa (SCS/3R) Lesniak,R/Van Drew,J+3 Affordable housing-reforms procedures To Concur by Sa (21-16) (Lesniak)

Bills Passed:
A1851 AcaAcaSca (3R) Gusciora,R/Jasey,M+56 Hist. Property Reinvestment Act (38-0)
A2215 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+36 Green bldg. loan-qualifications (37-0)
A2529 AcaAcaScaSa (ACS/4R) Chivukula,U/Quijano,A+6 Energy-efficiency, renewable req. (25-12)
A2720 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Ruman,a,S+16 Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure (24-8)
A2721 AcaSa (2R) Burzichelli,J/Ruman,a,S+16 St. agency rule-making-expiration date (25-7)
A2853 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+28 Bus. permits, econ de vel proj-streamline (32-3)
A2859 AcaAa (2R) Quijano,A/Burzichelli,J+24 Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale (35-2)
A3195 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W+25 Small bus. finan asst application-create (37-0)
A3253 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Wisnie ski,J+13 Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right (38-0)
S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2 AC Tourism Dist.-estab. (36-1)
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) Whelan,J/Lesniak,R Casino industry reg.-revises (32-3)
S483 AcaAa (2R) Lesniak,R/Coutinho,A+12 Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans (34-1)
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+3 Internet waging-permit, AC casinos (35-2)
S680 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Buocco,A+5 Limo svc.-removes sales tax imposition (37-0)
S690 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Kean,T+30 Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act (35-2)
S1128 Sca (3S) Van Drew,J Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs (38-0)
S1353 ScaSa (2R) Weinberg,L/Vitale,J+1 Pub. questions, cert. mun-revise statute (37-0)
S1764 Sa (1R) Bateman,C Lic. plate ob struc tion-prot. merchandise (36-0)
S1923 ScaSaAca (3R) Norcross,D/Gusciora,R+21 Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday (37-1)
S2065 Nor cross,D/Greenstein,L+19 Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel (39-0)
S2126 ScaAca (2R) Whelan,J/Haines,P+6 Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills (32-1)
S2130 Sarlo,P/O'Toole,K+1 Streamlined Sales Tax Agreement-revises (39-0)
S2170 Ruiz,M/Kean,T+14 Benf. corp.-create (38-0)
S2234 ScSa (1R) Kyrillos,J/Kean,S+1 Prop assess demo prog, Monmouth Co-estab (39-0)
S2322 Weinberg,L/Sarlo,P+1 Co. hosp. auth.-estab. (23-16)
S2345 Sweeney,S/Madden,F+22 Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl. (39-0)
S2381 ScaAcaAaAa (4R) Smith,B/Bateman,C+5 Electric generation fac. pilot prog. (21-6)
S2394 Aca (1R) Sarlo,P/Burzichelli,J+3 Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives (31-2)
S2464 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Greenstein,L+1 Non-resid. prop. owners, cert-tax relief (24-15)
S2478 Sarlo,P/Gill,N+15 Corp. off.-indemnification rights (37-0)
S2498 ScaSa (2R) Greenstein,L/Beach,J+34 Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim (39-0)

Bills Substituted:
A1851 AcaAcaSca (3R) Gusciora,R/Jasey,M+56 Hist. Property Reinvestment Act SUB FOR S659 (2R)
A2215 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+36 Green bldg. loan-qualifications SUB FOR S2558/2567 (SCS)
A2529 AcaAcaScaSa (ACS/4R) Chivukula,U/Quijano,A+6 Energy-efficiency, renewable req. SUB FOR S2306/2321 (SCS/1R)
A2720 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Ruman,a,S+16 Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure SUB FOR S2014 (1R)
A2721 AcaSa (2R) Burzichelli,J/Ruman,a,S+16 St. agency rule-making-expiration date SUB FOR S2013
A2853 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+28 Bus. permits, econ de vel proj-streamline SUB FOR S6/1914 (SCS)
A2859 AcaAa (2R) Quijano,A/Burzichelli,J+24 Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale SUB FOR S1964 (2R)
A3195 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W+25 Small bus. finan asst application-create SUB FOR S2480
A3253 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Wisnie ski,J+13 Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right SUB FOR S2492 (1R)
S6/1914 ScsSa (2R) Sarlo,P/Kyrillos,J+4 Bus. permits, econ de vel proj-streamline SUB BY A2853 (1R)
S659 ScaSaSa (2R) Lesniak,R/Ruiz,M+5 Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale SUB BY A2859 (2R)
S2013 Oroho,S/O'Toole,K+3 St. agency rule-making-expiration date SUB BY A2721 (2R)
S2014 Sca (1R) Oroho,S/O'Toole,K+3 Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure SUB BY A2720 (1R)
S2306/2321 SaSaSa (SCS/1R) Smith,B/Van Drew,J+1 Energy-efficiency, renewable req. SUB BY A2529 (ACS/4R)
S2480 Greenstein,L/Beach,J+2 Small bus. finan asst application-create SUB BY A3195
S2492 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Gill,N Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right SUB BY A2353 (1R)
S2558/2567 ScsSaSa (SCS) Smith,B/Sarlo,P+5 Green bldg. loan-qualifications SUB BY A2215

Bills Given Second Reading w/Governor's Recommendation:
S1248 SaSaAca w/GR (3R) Rice,R/Beck,J Loc unit or auth budgets-report law suit (39-0)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:
A2721 AcaSa (2R) Burzichelli,J/Ruman,a,S+16 St. agency rule-making-expiration date (28-3) (Oroho)
S2387 ScSaSa (2R) Madden,F/Greenstein,L+1 St bldgs repair contracts-cert labor req (30-0) (Madden)
Bills Received from Assembly/Concurrence w/Assembly Amendments/Given Second Reading:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2 AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) Whelan,J/Lesniak,R Casino industry reg.-revises
S483 AcaAa (2R) Lesniak,R/Coutinho,A+12 Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+3 Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S1923 ScaSaAca (3R) Norcross,D/Gusciora,R+21 Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2068 Aa (1R) Gill,N/Chivukula,U+6 Free pub libraries-raising revenue
S2126 ScaAca (2R) Whelan,J/Haines,P+6 Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2381 ScaAca (2R) Smith,B/Bateman,C+5 Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2394 Aca (1R) Sarlo,P/Burzichelli,J+3 Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A2144 AcaAa (2R) DeAngelo,W/Greenstein,L St bldgs repair contracts-cert labor req
A2215 Aca (1R) McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+6 Green bldg. loan-qualifications
A2720 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Rumana,S+16 Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure
A2721 AcaSa (2R) Burzichelli,J/Rumana,S+16 St. agency rule-making-expiration date
A2853 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+26 Bus. permits, econ devel proj-streamline
A2859 AcaAa (2R) Quijano,A/Burzichelli,J+24 Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale
A3195 Aca (1R) Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W+25 Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3253 Aca (1R) Diegnan,P/Wisniewski,J+13 Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:

A1465 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J Boiler insur. inspections-concerns REF SCM
A1467 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J/Conners,J+1 Auto body repair fac.-lab. insur. REF SCM
A2495 Aa (1R) Albano,N/Riley,C+17 Wineries-erect directional signs on hwys REF SBA
A2849 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+2 BPU orders-written form post on internet REF SEG
A2922 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Coughlin,C+1 Admin. Procedure Act-revises REF SSG
A3132 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+1 CATV companies-modify outage comp. REF SEG
A3350 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+14 Child support obligors-cert. allows lic. REF SBA
A3378 Aca (1R) Schaer,G/Spencer,L Healthcare Transparency, Disclosure Act REF SCM
AJR65 Aca (1R) Caputo,R/Oliver,S+1 Casino Gaming Study Comm.-estab. REF SSG

Bills Reported from Committee/Given 2nd Reading:

S2628 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J Boiler insur. inspections-concerns REF SCM
S3146 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J/Conners,J+1 Auto body repair fac.-lab. insur. REF SCM
S490 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+2 BPU orders-written form post on internet REF SEG
S680 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+1 CATV companies-modify outage comp. REF SEG
S700 Aca (1R) Burzichelli,J/Quijano,A+14 Child support obligors-cert. allows lic. REF SBA

Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

S1186 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J Horseshoe crab-revises moratorium FROM SEN

Co-Sponsors Added:

S1 ScaSaScaSaScsAca (SCS/3R) (Stack,B) Affordable housing-reforms procedures
S6/1914 ScaSaScaSaScsAca (SCS/3R) (Addiego,D; Beck,J; Whelan,J) Bus. permits, econ devel proj-streamline
S204 (Gordon,R) Med. transp. svcs.-notify of revoked lic
S2055 (Greenstein,L) Sex crimes against minors-upgrades
S468 (Gordon,R) Paratransit veh.-concerns reg.
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) (Beck,J; Gordon,R) Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S621 (Vitale,J) Congregate Housing Svcs. Prog.-concerns
S659 ScaSa (2R) (Greenstein,L; Ruiz,M) Historic Prop. Reinvestment Act
S680 Sca (1R) (Beck,J; Gordon,R) Limo svc.-removes sales tax imposition
S690 Sca (1R) (Gordon,R) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S1059 (Weinberg,L) Automated defibrillator use-immunity
S1353 ScaSa (2R) (Gordon,R) Pub. questions, cert. mun-revise statute
S1356 (Bucco,A) Jersey Fresh-encourage St. purch.
S1468 (Stack,B) For-profit hosp.-report cert. info, DHSS
S1964 ScaSa (2R) (Stack,B) Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale
S2013 (Addiego,D; Beck,J) St. agency rule-making-expiration date
S2014 Sca (1R) (Addiego,D; Beck,J) Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure
S2065 (Ruiz,M; Whelan,J) Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2110 (Greenstein,L) Green Building Tax Credit Act
S2126 ScaAca (2R) (Greenstein,L) Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2130 (Gordon,R) Streamlined Sales Tax Agreement-revises
S2170 (Gordon,R; Greenstein,L) Benf. corp. -create
S2202 (Connors,C) St. govt. spending-estab. 2% cap
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

S2234 Sca (1R)   (Beck,J)    Prop assess demo prog. Monmouth Co-estab
S2206/2231 ScaSa (SCS/1R)   (Whelan,J)    Energy-efficiency, renewable req.
S2345   (Beach,J; Gordon,R; Whelan,J) Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2394 Aca (1R)   (Beck,J; Gordon,R)    Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
S2464 Sca (1R)   (Beach,J) Non-resid. prop. owners, cert-tax relief
S2480   (Gordon,R; Norcross,D)    Small bus. finan asst application-create
S2498 ScaSa (2R)   (Gordon,R; Norcross,D)    Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim
S2509   (Van Drew,J) Body scans-violate St. statutes
S2558/2567 Scs (SCS)   (Beck,J; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Norcross,D; Whelan,J)    Green bldg. loan-qualifications
S2605 (Oroho,S)    Forest firefighters-estab. death benf.
S2613 (Weinberg,L) Teaching hosp.-incr. number
S2617 (Cunningham,S) Office of Dropout Prev.-estab.
S2624 (Doherty,M; Pennacchio,J; Vitale,J; Weinberg,L) Age-restricted communities-conversion
SCR129 (Gordon,R) Vet. plot allowance-urge Cong. incr.
SCR135 (Van Drew,J) Airport advanced imaging tech-concerns
SJR20 (Stack,B) Children's Dental Health Mo.-desig. Feb.
SR91 (Van Drew,J) Airports-terminate pat down searches
SR100 (Beach,J) Justice Roberto Rivera-Soto-resign

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S304   (Greenstein,L) Carjacking convictions-not expunged
S528   (Greenstein,L) Judy & Nikki's Law-concerns child murder
S1442   (Greenstein,L) Innovation zone prog.-estab.
S2110   (Bateman,C) Green Building Tax Credit Act
S2330   (Gordon,R) Sch. transp.-parent waive pupil's rights
S2464 Sca (1R)   (Greenstein,L) Non-resid. prop. owners, cert-tax relief

Co-Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

S2110   (Greenstein,L) Green Building Tax Credit Act

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

S2480   (Whelan,J) Small bus. finan asst application-create

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

A1851 AcaAcaSca (3R)   (Buono,B; Turner,S; Weinberg,L; Allen,D; Bucco,A; Sarlo,P; Sweeney,S; Vitale,J; Kean,T; Scutari,N; Bateman,C; Gordon,R; Pennacchio,J; Kean,S; Van Drew,J; Cunningham,S; Gill,N; Ruiz,M) Hist. Property Reinvestment Act
A2215 (Smith,B; Sarlo,P; Beach,J; Beck,J; Gordon,R; Greenstein,L; Norcross,D; Whelan,J) Green bldg. loan-qualifications
A2529 AcsAaAcaScaSa (ACS/4R)   (Smith,B; Van Drew,J; Bateman,C; Whelan,J) Energy-efficiency, renewable req.
A2720 Aca (1R)   (Oroho,S; O'Toole,K; Stack,B; Addiego,D; Beck,J) Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure
A2721 AcaSa (2R)   (Oroho,S; O’Toole,K; Stack,B; Addiego,D; Beck,J) St. agency rule-making-expiration date
A2853 Aca (1R)   (Sarlo,P; Kyrillos,J; Oroho,S; Addiego,D; Beck,J; Whelan,J) Bus. permits, econ devl proj-streamline
A2859 AcaAa (2R)   (Lesniak,R; Ruiz,M; Weinberg,L; Girgenti,J; Gordon,R; Norcross,D; Stack,B) Prop, not needed pub. purpose-auth.sale
A3195 (Beach,J; Whelan,J; Gordon,R; Norcross,D) Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3253 Aca (1R)   (Sarlo,P; Gill,N) Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right

Note to the 1/6/2011 Digest:

Co-Prime Sponsors Added:

S1611 (Bucco,A) St. songs-desig. four *NOT* (Greenstein,L)

The Senate adjourned at 10:00 P.M. to meet again on Tuesday, January 11, 2011 (SESSION/JOINT SESSION to Receive the Governor's State of the State Address).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)
Bills Introduced:

A3677 Schroeder,R/Dancer,R Emerg. veh., used-remove cert. markings REF AHS
A3678 Ramos,R Env. Infrastructure Finan. Prog.-ranking REF AEN
A3679 Ramos,R St. bldgs., new-green or blue roofs req. REF AEN
A3680 Ramos,R Blue roofs, green roofs-DEP adopt rules REF AEN
A3681 Ramos,R New bldg constr-incl. green or blue roof REF AEN
A3682 Ramos,R+1 Blue or green roofs-finan. assist. prog. REF AEN
A3683 Greenwald,L Substitute sch. nurse-credentials REF AEN
A3684 Johnson,G/Angelini,M Blunt wraps-proh. sale REF ALP
A3685 Johnson,G Fire chiefs, paid-permits mun to appoint REF ALP
A3686 Johnson,G Fire commissioner bd-prov. emerg med svc REF ALP
A3687 Johnson,G Forest firefighters-estab. death benf. REF ALP
A3688 Wilson,G NJ Fresh Mobiles Act REF AAN
A3689 O'Scanlon,D/Spencer,L+2 Age-restricted communities-conversion REF AHO
A3690 Coughlin,C Pub. emp.-SHBP prov. cert. info. REF ASG
A3691 Bramnick,J Estate tax-phases out REF AED
A3692 Milam,M/Albano,N Mun. court judges-shortens term REF AAP
A3693 Rible,D/Angelini,M Duncan Thecker Memor. Hwy.-desig. Rt.34 REF ATR
A3694 Lampitt,P/Giblin,T Higher ed.-make suppl. contrib. to ABP REF AHI
A3695 Burzichelli,J/Mainor,C Wildlife Rehabilitation Act REF AAN
A3696 Prieto,V/Greenwald,L+4 Corp. bus. tax rates-lowers several REF AAP
A3697 Carroll,M Parent Empowerment and Choice Act REF AED
A3698 Coughlin,C/Angelini,M+1 Human growth hormones-monitor prescrip. REF AHE
A3699 Watson Coleman,B/Gusciora,R Petty's Run excavation site-proh. burial REF ATA
A3700 Spencer,L Sexually exploited juven.-prov. cert. svcvs. REF AED
A3701 Spencer,L Juv. prostitution, cert.-expunge record REF AED
A3702 Albano,N/Milam,M PFRS retiree-prov. one-time incr. REF AIF
A3703 Watson Coleman,B/Johnson,G Earn Your Way Out, Prison Recovery Prog. REF ALP
A3704 Evans,E/Schaer,G Cong. William J Pascrell, Jr. Hwy-Rt. 19 REF ATR
A3705 Spencer,L/Quigley,J Secondhand mattress transport-encase REF ACO
A3706 Wilson,G/Mainor,C Length of sch. day-pilot prog. to extend REF AED
A3707 Diegnan,P/Egan,J Unemp. comp.-estab.malink, standards REF ALA
A3708 Diegnan,P/Coughlin,C+2 Nonresid real estate sale-tax liab. pymt REF AAP
A3709 Diegnan,P/Coughlin,C Taxes, delinquent-reduce interest rate REF AHO
A3710 Rible,D/Burzichelli,J+2 Racetrack operations-auth. run jointly REF ARG
A3711 Moriarty,P/Fuentes,A+1 Loc. pub emp continuation pay prog.-proh. REF AHO
A3712 Rible,D/Angelini,M+1 Special ed. prog.-task force to study REF AED
A3713 Rible,D/Angelini,M Workers Comp. Judges-change retire. age REF AJU
A3714 Angelini,M Auto. accident-driv. submit to road test REF ALP
A3715 Ruma,S Fire dist-estab. 3 shared svc agreements REF AHO
A3716 Watson Coleman,B Hearsay rule-auth. exception REF AJU
A3717 McKeon,J Svc/guide dogs-concerns NJT's treatment REF ATR
ARJ68 DiMaio,J/Peterson,E Airspace redesign proposals-oppose REF ARG
AR131 Handlin,A Coptic Christians, persecution-condemns REF AHO
AR134 Bramnick,J/Munoz,N Food Allergy Awareness Week-May 8-14 REF AHE

Bills On Emergency Resolution:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2 AC Tourism Dist.-estab. (77-0-0) (Burzichelli)
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) Whelan,J/LEsniai,R Casino industry reg.-revises (74-2-0) (Burzichelli)
S2381 SaAcaAaAa (4R) Smith,B/Bateman,C+5 Electric generation fac. pilot prog. (70-3-3) (Chivukula)

Motions:

AJR65 Caputo,R/Oliver,S+1 Casino Gaming Study Comm.-estab. To RCM to ARG (Bucco)
AJR65 Caputo,R/Oliver,S+1 Casino Gaming Study Comm.-estab. To Table (Cryan) (45-32-0)
S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2 AC Tourism Dist.-estab. To Aa (Polistina)
S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2 AC Tourism Dist.-estab. To Table (Cryan) (45-31-0)

Bills Passed:

A1465 Aca (1R) Wisniewski,J Boiler insur. inspections-concerns (75-2-1)
A1467 Wisniewski,J/Conners,J+1 Auto body repair fac.-liab. insur. (78-0-0)
A1559 Scs (SCS) Lampitt,P/Coutinho,A+12 UEZ qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure (74-2-2)
A2144 AcaAa (2R) DeAngelo,W/Greenstein,L St bldgs repair contracts-cert labor req (53-23-0)
A2215 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+36 Green bldg. loan-qualifications (75-2-1)
A2495 Aa (1R) Albano,N/Riley,C+17 Wineries-erect directional signs on hwys (78-0-0)
A2529 AcsAaAaCsaSa (ACS/4R) Chivukula,U/Qujiano,A+6 Energy-efficiency, renewable req. (56-20-1)
**Bills Passed:** (cont’d)

A2720 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Ruman, S+16  Admin. Procedure Act -estab new procedure (75-3-0)
A2721 AcaSa (2R) Burzichelli, J/Ruman, S+16  St. age -rule-making-expiration date (75-2-1)
A2849 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Quijano, A+2  BPU orders-written form post on internet (78-0-0)
A2853 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Milam, M+28  Bus. permits, econ deval proj-streamline (75-2-0)
A2859 AcaAa (2R) Quijano, A/Burzichelli, J+24  Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale (61-15-2)
A2922 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Coughlin, C+1  Admin. Procedure Act-revises (77-0-1)
A3132 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Quijano, A+1  CATV companies-modify outage comp. (78-0-0)
A3195 Greenstein, L/DeAngelo, W+25  Small bus. finan asst application-create (66-11-1)
A3253 Aca (1R) Diegnan, P/Wisniewski, J+13  Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right (78-0-0)
A3254 Diegnan, P/Tucker, C+15  Corp. off.-indemnification rights (78-0-0)
A3350 Aca (1R) Spencer, L/Coutinho, A+14  Child support obligors, cert-allows lic. (78-0-0)
A3378 Acs (ACS) Schaefer, G/Spencer, L  Healthcare Transparency, Disclosure Act (41-28-8)
ARJ65 Caputo, R/Oliver, S+1  Casino Gaming Study Comm.-estab. (61-16-0)
S1 ScaSaScaSaAcaSaAcaSa (SCS/3R) Lesniak, R/Van Drew, J+3  Affordable housing-reforms procedures (45-32-0)
S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney, S/Whelan, J+2  AC Tourism Dist.-estab. (71-5-0)
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) Whelan, J/Lesniak, R  Casino industry reg.-revises (67-9-0)
S483 AcaAa (2R) Lesniak, R/Coutinho, A+12  Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans (75-2-1)
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) Lesniak, R/Kyrillos, J+3  Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos (63-11-3)
S690 Sca (1R) Sarlo, P/Kean, T+30  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act (48-17-12)
S914 Sca (1R) Gill, N/Scutari, N+1  Corp. alt. name-allows use (78-0-0)
S1923 ScaAca (3R) Norcross, D/Gusciora, R+21  Motorcycle-permits sale on Sunday (73-4-1)
S2065 Norcross, D/Greenstein, L+19  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel (75-0-2)
S2068 Aa (1R) Gill, N/Chivukula, U+6  Free pub libraries-raising revenue (76-1-1)
S2126 ScaAca (2R) Whelan, J/Haines, P+6  Solar/wind fac.-permits on landfills (72-3-3)
S2170 Ruiz, M/Kean, T+14  Benf. corp.-create (77-0-0)
S2345 Sweeney, S/Madden, F+22  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl. (66-3-8)
S2381 ScaSaAcaAa (4R) Smith, B/Bateman, C+5  Electric generation fac. pilot prog. (57-15-5)
S2394 Aca (1R) Sarlo, P/Burzichelli, J+3  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives (69-4-4)
S2493 Sarlo, P/Gill, N+15  Corp. off.-indemnification rights (77-0-0)
S2498 Sca (2R) Greenstein, L/Beach, J+34  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim (77-0-0)

**Bills Substituted:**

A2570 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Whelan, J+2  Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos SUB BY S490 (3R)
A2679/3240 AcsAa (ACS/1R) Chivukula, U/Ramos, R+5  Pub. libraries-concerns funding SUB BY S2068 (1R)
A2809 Greenstein, L/Fuentes, A+1  Corp. alt. name-allows use SUB BY S914 (1R)
A2905 AcaAca (2R) Coutinho, A/Quijano, A+12  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act SUB BY S690 (1R)
A2990 Aca (1R) Gusciora, R/DeAngelo, W+21  Motorcycle-permits sale on Sunday SUB BY S1923 (3R)
A3128 Quijano, A/Ramos, R+17  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel SUB BY S2065
A3139 Aca (1R) Quijano, A/DeAngelo, W+3  Solar energy fac.-permits devel. SUB BY S2129 (2R)
A3254 Diegnan, P/Tucker, C+15  Corp. off.-indemnification rights SUB BY S2493
A3398 Riley, C/Burzichelli, J+19  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl. SUB BY S2345
A3442 AcaAa (2R) Chivukula, U/Keenan, J+5  Electric generation fac. pilot prog. SUB BY S2381 (3R)
A3494 AcaSaAa (3R) DeAngelo, W/Riley, C+29  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim SUB BY S2498 (2R)
A3517 AcaSaAa (3R) Burzichelli, J/Caputo, R  Casino industry reg.-revises SUB BY S12 (3R)
A3531 Aca (1R) Burzichelli, J/Wagner, C+1  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives SUB BY S2394 (1R)
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R) Burzichelli, J/Caputo, R+2  AC Tourism Dist.-estab. SUB BY S11 (3R)
A3595 Wagner, C/Stender, L+12  Benf. corp.-create SUB BY S2170
S11 SaSaAa (3R) Sweeney, S/Whelan, J+2  AC Tourism Dist.-estab. SUB FOR A3581 (ACS/1R)
S12 SaSaAa (3R) Whelan, J/Lesniak, R  Casino industry reg.-revises SUB FOR A3517 (3R)
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) Lesniak, R/Kyrillos, J+3  Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos SUB FOR A2570 (1R)
S690 Sca (1R) Sarlo, P/Kean, T+30  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act SUB FOR A2595 (2R)
S914 Sca (1R) Gill, N/Scutari, N+1  Corp. alt. name-allows use SUB FOR A2809
S1923 ScaSaAca (3R) Norcross, D/Gusciora, R+21  Motorcycle-permits sale on Sunday SUB FOR A2990 (1R)
S2065 Norcross, D/Greenstein, L+19  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel SUB FOR A3128
S2068 Aa (1R) Gill, N/Chivukula, U+6  Free pub libraries-raising revenue SUB FOR A2679/3240 (ACS/1R)
S2126 ScaAca (2R) Whelan, J/Haines, P+6  Solar/wind fac.-permits on landfills SUB FOR A3139 (1R)
S2170 Ruiz, M/Kean, T+14  Benf. corp.-create SUB FOR A3595
S2345 Sweeney, S/Madden, F+22  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl. SUB FOR A3398
S2381 ScaSaAa (3R) Smith, B/Bateman, C+5  Electric generation fac. pilot prog. SUB FOR A3442 (2R)
S2394 Aca (1R) Sarlo, P/Burzichelli, J+3  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives SUB FOR A3531 (1R)
S2493 Sarlo, P/Gill, N+15  Corp. off.-indemnification rights SUB FOR A3254
S2498 ScaSa (2R) Greenstein, L/Beach, J+34  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim SUB FOR A3494 (3R)

**Rescind Vote:**

A3254 Diegnan, P/Tucker, C+15  Corp. off.-indemnification rights (Diegnan) (77-0-0)
Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:
A2920 AcAa (2R) Wolfe,D/Voss,J+2 Dating viol. policy-sch. dist. adopt (Wolfe)
S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2 AC Tourism Dist.-estab. (Buzichelli)
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) Whelan,J/Lesniak,R Casino industry reg.-revises (Buzichelli)
S923 AaAa (2R) Whelan,J/O'Toole,K+2 Mail-in ballots-changes distrib. date (Quijano)
S2381 ScAcaAaAa (4R) Smith,B/Bateman,C+5 Electric generation fac. pilot prog. (Chivukula)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Substitute:
A2545 AaAs (AS) Quijano,A/Watson Coleman,B+3 Mail-in ballots-changes distrib. date (Quijano)

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:
A1851 AcaAcaScAa (3R) Gusciora,R/Jasey,M+56 Hist. Property Reinvestment Act
A2529 AcaScAcaScAaSa (4R) Chivukula,U/Quijano,A+6 Energy-efficiency, renewable req.
S1 ScsSaScsAcaAcaSa (3R) Lesniak,R/Van Drew,J+3 Affordable housing-reforms procedures

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S690 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Kean,T+30 Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S2065 Norcross,D/Greenstein,L+19 Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2170 Ruiz,M/Kean,T+14 Benf. corp.-create
S2345 Sweeney,S/Madden,F+22 Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2493 Sarlo,P/Gill,N+15 Corp. off.-indemnification rights
S2498 ScaSa (2R) Greenstein,L/Beach,J+34 Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:
S680 Sca (1R) Sarlo,P/Butto,C+5 Limo svc.-removes sales tax imposition REF ATR
S1353 ScAaAa (2R) Weinberg,L/Vitale,J+1 Pub. questions, cert. mun-revise statute REF AHO
S1764 Sa (1R) Bateman,C Lic. plate obstruction-proh. merchandise REF ATR
S2130 Sarlo,P/O'Toole,K+1 Streamlined Sales Tax Agreement-revises REF ABU
S2234 Sca (1R) Kyrillos,J/Kean,S+1 Prop assess demo prog, Monmouth Co-estab REF AHO
S2322 Weinberg,L/Sarlo,P+1 Co. hosp. auth.-estab. REF AHO
S2464 Sca (1R) Gordon,R/Greenstein,L+1 Non-resid. prop. owners, cert-tax relief REF AHO

Bills Transferred:
A2783 Wisniewski,J Money orders-clarify fees FROM ACO TO AFI

Co-Sponsors Added:
A812 Acs (ACS) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Agric. tourism locations-concerns signs
A930 (Caputo,R) Smart Container Act
A1467 (McHose,A) Auto body repair fac.-liab. insur.
A1523 (Voss,J; Prieto,V; Tucker,C; Mainor,C) For-profit hosp.-concerns
A1559 Scs (SCS) (O'Donnell,J; Ramos,R) UZE qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure
A2215 (Diegnan,P) Green bldg. loan-qualifications
A2495 Aa (1R) (Munoz,N) Wineries-erect directional signs on hwys
A2570 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
A2679/3240 Aca (1R) (O'Donnell,J; Giblin,T) Pub. libraries-concerns funding
A2720 Aca (1R) (McHose,A) Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure
A2809 (Diegnan,P) Corp. alt. name-allow use
A2849 Aca (1R) (Delany,P; Rudder,S) BPU orders-written form post on internet
A2853 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V; Prieto,V; McHose,A) Bus. permits, econ deve-proj-streamline
A2905 AcaAcaAa (2R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
A2922 Aca (1R) (McHose,A) Admin. Procedure Act-revises
A2990 Aca (1R) (O'Donnell,J; Prieto,V; Rudder,S) Motorcycle-permits sale on Sunday
A3128 (Benson,D; Lampitt,P) Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
A3132 Aca (1R) (Lampitt,P) CATV companies-modify outage comp.
A3139 Aca (1R) (Rudder,S; Delany,P) Solar energy fac.-permits devel.
A3227 (Giblin,T) Prop assess demo prog, Monmouth Co-estab
A3247 (Stender,L) Health claims-concerns
A3320 (Conners,J) Downhill skiing-makes cert. req.
A3398 (DeAngelo,W; Benson,D) Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
A3494 AcaAcaAa (3R) (Caputo,R; Benson,D; Prieto,V; Conaway,H) Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim
Co-Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A3523   (Gusciora,R)   Vol. driv.-charitable immunity statute
A3531 Aca (1R)   (Giblin,T)   Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
A3579   (DiCicco,D)    Auto insur. fraud prev. measures-estab.
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R)   (Giblin,T; Conners,J)    AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
A3641   (DeAngelo,W)    St. emp. pay check direct deposit-info.
A3642   (DeAngelo,W)    Computer donated, pub. sch.-bus tax cred
A3689   (Vandervalk,C) Age-restricted communities-conversion
A3710   (O'Scanlon,D; Casagrande,C) Racetrack operations-Auth. run jointly
S483 AcaAa (2R)   (Ramos,R)    Smart Growth areas-concerns develop plans

Co-Sponsors Withdrawn:

A243   (Wagner,C)    Immunizations-concerns req.
A2450   (Wagner,C)    Immunizations-prov. conscientious exemp.
A2809   (Fuentes,A)    Corp. alt. name-allows use
A3195   (Conaway,H) Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3648   (DeAngelo,W)    Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install
A3650   (DeAngelo,W)    Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred
A3651   (DeAngelo,W)    Hybrid electric veh. purch.-tax cred.

Prime Sponsors Added:

A3487   (Ryan,K) Forest firefighters-estab. death benf.

Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A2141   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Minimum wage-raises
A2809   (Fuentes,A)    Corp. alt. name-allows use
A3258   (Munoz,N)    Museum Unclaimed Loan Act
A3634   (DeAngelo,W)    Excused sch. absence-election activity
A3648   (DeAngelo,W)    Veh. charging stations-toll rd. install
A3650   (DeAngelo,W)    Veh. charging stations-prov bus tax cred
A3651   (DeAngelo,W)    Hybrid electric veh. purch.-tax cred.
AR125   (Angelini,M) International Megan's Law-Cong. enact
AR133   (DeAngelo,W) Elec. and hybrid veh. usage-promote

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A3193   (Benson,D)    Invest in NJ Bus. Grant Prog.-emp. grant
A3196   (Benson,D)    Distressed shopping ctr.-bus. tax cred.
A3198   (Benson,D)    Mun. Land Use Law-concern notifications
A3531 Aca (1R)   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
A3536   (Bramnick,J) Criminal impersonation-clarifies
A3579   (Quijano,A)    Auto insur. fraud prev. measures-estab.
A3689   (Rumana,S) Age-restricted communities-conversion
A3695   (Watson Coleman,B) Wildlife Rehabilitation Act
A3703   (Coutinho,A) Earn Your Way Out, Prison Recovery Prog.
A3710   (Malone,J) Racetrack operations-Auth. run jointly
AR108   (Benson,D) Taking Care of Bus online portal-concern

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A1523   (O'Donnell,J) For-profit hosp.-concerns
A2495 Aa (1R)   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Wineries-erect directional signs on hwys
A3194   (Benson,D) Env. responsible bus. equip.-tax cred.
A3197   (Benson,D) Mun traffic calming measures-implement
A3398   (Moriarty,P) Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
A3517 AcaAaAa (3R)   (Polistina,V)    Casino industry reg.-revises
A3698   (Vainieri Huttle,V) Human growth hormones-monitor prescrip.
A3703   (Wagner,C) Earn Your Way Out, Prison Recovery Prog.

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added:

A444 Sa (1R)   (Jasey,M) Bd. of ed. memb.-background check
A1523   (Ramos,R) For-profit hosp.-concerns
A2570 Aca (1R)   (Wagner,C) Internet waging-permit, AC casinos
Fifth Prime Sponsors Added: (cont’d)

A2905 AcaAca (2R)  (Moriarty,P)  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
A3195  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3517 AcaAaAa (3R)  (Amodeo,J)  Casino industry reg.-revises
AJR65  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Casino Gaming Study Comm.-estab.

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2849 Aca (1R)  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  BPU orders-written form post on internet
A3195  (Conaway,H)  Small bus. finan asst application-create

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added:

A3195  (Benson,D)  Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R)  (Polistina,V)  AC Tourism Dist.-estab.

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added:

A3581 AcsAa (ACS/1R)  (Amodeo,J)  AC Tourism Dist.-estab.

Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R)  (Burzichelli,J)  AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R)  (Burzichelli,J)  Casino industry reg.-revises
S490 ScaScaAca (3R)  (Burzichelli,J)  Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R)  (Coutinho,A)  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S914 Sca (1R)  (Greenstein,L)  Corp. alt. name-allows use
S1923 ScaScaAca (3R)  (Gusciora,R)  Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2065  (Quijano,A)  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2068 Aa (1R)  (Chivukula,U)  Free pub libraries-raising revenue
S2126 ScaAca (2R)  (Quijano,A)  Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2170  (Wagner,C)  Benf. corp.-create
S2345  (Riley,C)  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2381 ScaScaAaAa (4R)  (Chivukula,U)  Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2394 Aca (1R)  (Burzichelli,J)  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
S2493  (Diegnan,P)  Corp. off.-indemnification rights
S2498 ScaSa (2R)  (DeAngelo,W)  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Second Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R)  (Caputo,R)  AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R)  (Caputo,R)  Casino industry reg.-revises
S490 ScaScaAca (3R)  (Quijano,A)  Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R)  (Quijano,A)  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S914 Sca (1R)  (Fuentes,A)  Corp. alt. name-allows use
S1923 ScaScaAca (3R)  (DeAngelo,W)  Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2065  (Ramos,R)  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2068 Aa (1R)  (Ramos,R)  Free pub libraries-raising revenue
S2126 ScaAca (2R)  (DeAngelo,W)  Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2170  (Stender,L)  Benf. corp.-create
S2345  (Burzichelli,J)  Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2381 ScaAcaAaAa (4R)  (McKeon,J)  Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2394 Aca (1R)  (Wagner,C)  Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
S2493  (Tucker,C)  Corp. off.-indemnification rights
S2498 ScaSa (2R)  (Riley,C)  Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R)  (Milam,M)  AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R)  (Wagner,C)  Casino industry reg.-revises
S490 ScaScaAca (3R)  (Milam,M)  Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R)  (Coughlin,C)  Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S1923 ScaScaAca (3R)  (Rodriguez,C)  Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2065  (DeAngelo,W)  Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2068 Aa (1R)  (Vainieri Huttle,V)  Free pub libraries-raising revenue
S2126 ScaAca (2R)  (Ramos,R)  Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2170  (O'Donnell,J)  Benf. corp.-create
Third Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

S2345 (Johnson,G) Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2381 ScaAcaAaAa (4R) (Bramnick,J) Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2394 Aca (1R) (Vainieri Huttle,V) Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
S2493 (Quijano,A) Corp. off.-indemnification rights
S2498 ScaSa (2R) (Barnes,P) Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Albano,N) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Polistina,V) Casino industry reg.-revises
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) (Albano,N) Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R) (Greenwald,L) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S1923 ScaAca (3R) (Coughlin,C) Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2068 Aa (1R) (Scalera,F) Free pub libraries-raising revenue
S2126 ScaAca (2R) (Wagner,C) Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2345 (Moriartry,P) Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2381 ScaAcaAaAa (4R) (Greenwald,L) Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2498 ScaSa (2R) (Wagner,C) Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Fifth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Wagner,C) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Amodeo,J) Casino industry reg.-revises
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) (Wagner,C) Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R) (Moriarity,P) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S2498 ScaSa (2R) (Pou,N) Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Sixth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Wagner,C) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Amodeo,J) Casino industry reg.-revises
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) (Moriarity,P) Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R) (Moriarity,P) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S2498 ScaSa (2R) (Pou,N) Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Seventh Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Polistina,V) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.

Eighth Prime Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Amodeo,J) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.

Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted:

S11 SaSaAaAa (4R) (Giblin,T; Conners,J) AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S490 ScaScaAca (3R) (Giblin,T) Internet wagering-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R) (Prieto,V; Chivukula,U; Voss,J; Fuentes,A; Gusciora,R; O'Donnell,J; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Watson
Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Pou,N; Giblin,T; Evans,E; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Lampitt,P; Wilson,G;
Diegnan,P; Vainieri Huttle,V) Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S914 Sca (1R) (Diegnan,P) Corp. alt. name-allows use
S1923 ScaAca (3R) (Millam,M; Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Voss,J; Spencer,L; Albano,N;
Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J; Ramos,R; Quigley,J; Wilson,G; O'Donnell,J; Prieto,V; Rudder,S) Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2065 (Fuentes,A; O'Donnell,J; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Tucker,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Giblin,T;
Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Wagner,C; Benson,D; Lampitt,P) Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2068 Aa (1R) (McKeon,J; Handlin,A; Jasey,M; O'Donnell,J; Giblin,T) Free pub libraries-raising revenue
S2126 ScaAca (2R) (Casagrande,C; Rudder,S; Delany,P) Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2170 (Coutinho,A; Quigley,J; Fuentes,A; Mainor,C; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Riley,C; Pou,N; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Burzichelli,J;
Ramos,R) Benf. corp.-create
S2345 (Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Caputo,R; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Watson Coleman,B; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Wisniewski,J;
Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J; Lampitt,P; Coughlin,J; Diegnan,P; DeAngelo,W; Benson,D) Qual. tax payers-expands tax excl.
S2381 ScaAcaAaAa (4R) (Giblin,T; Amodeo,J; Wisniewski,J; Conners,J; Rodriguez,C) Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2394 Aca (1R) (Giblin,T) Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
S2493 (Fuentes,A; Caputo,R; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Conaway,H; Schaer,G; Riley,C; Greenwald,L; Pou,N; Spencer,L; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T;
Burzichelli,J; Quigley,J; Coughlin,C) Corp. off.-indemnification rights
Co-Sponsors Added to Bills Substituted: (cont’d)

S2498 ScaSa (2R)   (Evans,E; Albano,N; Coughlin,C;Quijano,A; Diegnan,P; Milam,M; Fuentes,A; Rodriguez,C; Johnson,G; Mainor,C; Jasey,M; Tucker,C; Watson Coloman,B; Schaer,G; Greenwald,L; Spencer,L; Wisniewski,J; Chivukula,U; Giblin,T; Quigley,J; Burzichelli,J; Lampitt,P; Wilson,G; Conners,J; Egan,J; Caputo,R; Benson,D; Prieto,V; Conaway,H)    Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

The Assembly adjourned at 9:10 P.M. to meet again on Tuesday, January 11, 2011 (JOINT SESSION to Receive the Governor's State of the State Address).

Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:

A1559 Scs (SCS)   Lampitt,P/Coutinho,A+12    UEZ qual. bus.-elim rebate use procedure
A2215 McKeon,J/Chivukula,U+36    Green bldg. loan-qualifications
A2529 AcsAaAcaScasSa (ACS/4R)   Chivukula,U/Quijano,A+6    Energy-efficiency, renewable req.
A2720 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Rumana,S+16    Admin. Procedure Act-estab new procedure
A2853 Aca (1R)    Burzichelli,J/Milam,M+28    Bus. permits, econ devel proj-streamline
A2859 AcaAa (2R)    Quijano,A/Burzichelli,J+24    Prop. not needed pub. purpose-auth. sale
A3195 Greenstein,L/DeAngelo,W+25    Small bus. finan asst application-create
A3253 Aca (1R)    Diegnan,P/Wisniewski,J+13    Corp opportunity doctrine-renounce right
S1 ScsSacsAcaScasSa (SCS/3R)    Lesniak,R/Van Drew,J+3    Affordable housing-reforms procedures
S11 SasaAasAa (4R)    Sweeney,S/Whelan,J+2    AC Tourism Dist.-estab.
S12 SasaAasAaAa (4R)    Whelan,J/Lesniak,R    Casino industry reg.-revises
S483 AcaAa (2R)    Lesniak,R/Coutinho,A+12    Smart Growth areas-concerns devel. plans
S490 ScsAcaScasSa (3R)    Lesniak,R/Kyrillos,J+3    Internet waging-permit, AC casinos
S690 Sca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Kean,T+30    Garden St. Film & Digital Media Jobs Act
S914 Sca (1R)    Gill,N/Scutari,N+1    Corp. alt. name-allows use
S1923 ScaScasSa (3R)    Norcross,D/Gusciora,R+21    Motorcycles-permits sale on Sunday
S2065 Norcross,D/Greenstein,L+19    Bulletin NJ, bidding emp data base-devel
S2126 ScaScasSa (2R)    Whelan,J/Haines,P+6    Solar/wind fac.-permitted on landfills
S2170 Ruiz,M/Kean,T+14    Benf. corp.-create
S2345 Sweeney,S/Madden,F+22    Qual. tax payers-expand tax excl.
S2381 ScaScasAaAa (4R)    Smith,B/Bateman,C+5    Electric generation fac. pilot prog.
S2394 Aca (1R)    Sarlo,P/Burzichelli,J+3    Racehorse breeding-enhanced incentives
S2493 Sarlo,P/Gill,N+15    Corp. off.-indemnification rights
S2498 ScaSa (2R)    Greenstein,L/Beach,J+34    Unemp. beneficiary-allow access to claim

Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (1/6/2011):